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A BSTRACT. The radiant surface tempera ture ima ged by therma l infra red line-scanning equipment is a 
product of bo th surface tempera ture a nd emissivity. I n d e ta il it is the integra ted product of the evolutionary 
development of the near-surface energy transfer regime. The va ri a tio n of surface radia nt tempera ture 
spa tia ll y a nd tempora lly conta ins information a bout the structure, composition, and thermal s ta te of nea r 
surface ma teria ls. It is sugges ted tha t the study of ground ice, sea/ la ke ice, a nd the therma l regimes of 
mounta in snow a nd ice bodies, a re reasonable ta rgets for the quantita ti ve a pplica tion of therma l mapping 
technology, a nd tha t considera ble technica l d evelopment effort be expended on spec tra l, sp a tia l, and 
tempora l opera to rs for use in computer processing of pic tures for glacio logical da ta . 

R E ·uME. L'allaLyse dll milieu d ',d wllge d'energie proche de la surface a partir d' lIne image aux rayons ilifrarouges 
caiorijiqlles. L ' image de la tempera ture superfi cicJl e d e rayonnement tra nsmise pa r un equipement de 
balayage a rayons infrarouge cal o rifique, est le resultat conjugue d e la temperature d e surface et de 
l'emissivite. En deta il , c'est le resulta t de I' integratio n du deveioppement fluc tuant du regime d e transferts 
energe tiques pres de la surface . L a va ri a tion de la tempera ture superfi cie lle de rayonnem ent d a ns I'espacc 
et dans le temps contient des info rma tions sur la struc ture, la compos ition e t I'e ta t thermique d es ma teri aux 
proches de la surface. On pense que les etudes de la glace de terre, de la g lace de lac ou de m e r, des regimes 
thermiques d e la neige des mo ntagnes et des glaciers, sont des objecti fs r a isonnables pour une a pplica tion 
quantita ti ve d e la technique d e cartographic thermique, e t qu ' il faut fa ire un effort technique considerable 
sur les pa ra m etres de temps, d 'espace et de longueur d 'onde pour utiliser sur ordina teur les ima ges obtenues 
a des fins g lac io logiques. 

ZUSAMM EN FASSUNG . Die Analyse der Ellergieiibertragllllg ill der Umgebullg eiller Oberjliiche aus AbbildulIgell lIIil 
Ihennischel1l InJrarot. Die Strahlungstempera tur einer OberAache, die mi t Gera ten zur linienwe isen Abtastung 
im therm isch en Infrarot ermittelt wird , ist sowohl von del' Tempera tur wie von del' Stra hlungskraft del' 
OberAache a bha ngig. Gena u gen om men ist sie d as G esamtergebnis d e l' Entwicklung d es Energieuber
tragungssys tems in del' Nahe d e l' OberA ache. Die V era nderung del' Stl'ahlungstempera tur d e l' OberA ache 
enth;l!t ra umlich und zeitlich Info rma tionen libel' die Struktur, die Zusammense tzung und d e n thennischen 
Z usta nd del' oberAachennahen M a teria lien. Die Untersuchung von Bod eneis, lVIeer- und Seeeis sowie del' 
thermischen Verha ltnisse del' Sc hnee- und Eiskorper im Gebirge ersch eint daher a ls lohnendes Ziel fUr 
die qua ntita tive Anwendung d el' V erfahl'en zur the rmischen Abbildung. Fur die technisch e Entwicklung 
spektra le r, ra umlicher und zeitlich cr Sensoren deren Daten zur digita len Bildverarbeitung in d e l' Glaz iologic 
\'erwendet werden konnen, soli ten betrachtliche Anstre ngungen unternommen werden. 

I. I NTRODUCTIO N 

Thi paper covers the intersection of several topics in which th e research and development 
technology is both rapidly expanding and complex. It is therefore necessary at the outset to 
establi sh certain bounds for the discussion which will follow. First, glaciology is here considered 
in its broades t context including the study of sea ice, massive ground-ice bodies, and snow 
h ydrology. It is within these areas tha t the technology described in this paper is now being 
applied and evaluated. Secondly, special emphasis will be given to the explicit deterministic 
analysis of thermal contrast as it evolves as the natural produc t of the evolution of the near
surface energy-transfer regime . Thirdly, the sensor will be assumed to be a scanning radia tion 
thermometer located at an unspecified elevation above the surface. It is further assumed that 
sensor information will be collected in such a manner that therma l images can be manu
factured . Lastly, no effort will b e made to treat the problems of scan geometry or atmospheric 
attenuation as these topics are already covered in the literature. Excellent short articles on 
these and other hardware-related problems are available (e.g. M cLerran, 1968 ; Lorenz. 
1973; Pease, 197 1). 

J n short, this presentation will be focused on the evaluation of the surface thermal regime 
in cold regions. N ear-surface material variations produce some spatial and temporal thermal 
contrast (the signal ) which is often masked by topographic and other effects (noise) . The 
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problem will be considered as one in exploration geophysics . A deterministic framework 
will be employed rather than image interpretation following the empirical qualitative methods 
of more traditional r emote-sensing and photo-interpretative analysis. Within this context 
modeling and observation are interwoven. 

H . THE INFORMATION CONTENT OF THERMAL IMAGE RY 

The radiative flux density Q emitted from a point at the Earth's surface is controlled by 
the absolute temperature T and the thermal emissivity E of the emitting surface as 

Q = EcrT4 ( I ) 

where cr is the Stefan- Boltzmann constant. 
L eSchack and others (1973) have indicated that the ratio of the responses of sensors at 

diffe rent wavelengths in the relatively attenuation-free regions of the infrared (4- 5 and 
8- 12 fLm) indicate surface emissivity variation, as the surface temperature is independen t of 
wavelength. Techniques for two-channel mixing b y algebraic operators may eventually 
reduce some of the uncertainty introduced by emissivity variation. 

Beyond these considerations it should be recognized that the surface thermal response is 
not independent of the thermal history of the near-surface zone but is conditioned by that 
history of diurnal evolution nested within annual evolution. The mechanics of this process can 
be understood in an a bstract manner by examining the conceptual structure of a simple 
surface climate simulator (Outcalt, 1972[a]). 

The surface temperature in a small area is influenced by three sets of variables which are 
astronomical, meteorological and geographical. These are outlined in Table I. 

Sets 

Astronomical (A ) 

Meteorological (/Ill) 

Geographical (G) 

TABLE 1. SURFACE TEMPERATURE I NFLUENCE SET S 

Variables 

Solar elevation (time of day, year) . 

Cloud cover, a tmospheric transparency, air temperature and humidity, wind 
velocity and pressure. 

Radia tive properties of surface (a lbedo, emissivity), substrate thermal properties, 
substra te temperature, aerodynamic roughness of surface, wetness of surface, 
slope and exposure, horizon geometry. 

When viewed in this manner the familiar energy balance or conservation rule becomes a 
powerful analytical vehicle (Myrup, 1969; Outcalt, I972[a] ) . The four components of the 
surface energy-transfer regime can now be considered as complex functions of these three 
variable sets and the surface temperature T. Thus, the relationship between the net radiation 
R , soil S, and sensible H, and latent L heat fluxes can be expressed as a variation of the energy 
balance equation 

R (A, M, G, T) + S(G, T )+ H(M, G, T) + L(M, G, T) = o. 

The specific variables used in the computation of each component are discussed in d etail 
by Outcalt (1972[a] ). Hall the variables sets are specified, the equation becomes a transcen
d ental function of surface temperature alone. That surface temperature which will ba lance 
the h eat flow across a surface is calculated by the sequential substitution of estimates into a 
suitable numerical algorithm which drives the conse rvation equation toward zero. When that 
condition is approached under conditions of correct variable set specification within a well
conditioned model structure, the model surface temperature, the substrate temperatures, 
and the components of surface energy transfer, match reality. In nature the soil thermal 
regime evolves through time t as a function of the second derivative of temperature T in a 
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complex en vironment where substrate thermal diffusivi ty ex is a fun ction of both depth and 
temperature (due to freeze- thaw, etc. ) . T his non-linear (parabolic) partial differential 
equation is 

Thus the observed surface thermal response is conditioned by the near-surface thermal 
profile which evolved during a previous history of interaction between the variables listed in 
Table 1. In an itera tive, finite-difference m od el this feedback effect is simulated by nesting the 
substrate thermal diffusion loop (Equation (3)) within the equi li brium temperature solution
search loop (Equation (2) ) . T his model structure has successfully rep rod uced the thermal 
and evaporation contrast as m easured on the ground in the ex tremely complex topographic 
environment of an Alaskan a lpine pass at five fi eld micrometeorological sites with differing 
slope, exposure, horizon geomet ry and stratigraphy (Braze l a nd Outcalt, 1973 [a], Cb] ), (see 
Figs 1 and 2). It has a lso been used to predict the observed thermal image contrast produced 
by thaw la kes beneath snow cover, sea-ice thi ckn ess (age), and thermal plumes resu lting from 
human construction ac ti vity on the smooth snow-covered surface of the Arctic coas tal plain 
(Outcal t, 1972[b], 1973) , (see Figs 3 and 4 ). T hese contrasts res ulting from differences in 
the radiative, thermal, and aerodynamic properti es are best documented by imagery acquired 
along fixed fli ght lines at several limes during the diurnal cycle. T he phase and amplitude 
response of the observed thermal regime can then be compared to model response (see Fig. 5) . 
The influence of the heat of fu sion, which d ecreases the thermal diffusivi ty in ice-rich soil s, 
has been documented and discussed in som e detail by Nakano and Brown ( 1971 ), and 
Outcalt ( T972[cJ). 

MlCromet stations . \ 

Contour mterval: 100 leet 

'f 'I' M,r" 

Alltl Mc C'rthy Stlffl C-3 Qu,dr.n&lf 

Fig. I. The positions of the micrometeorological stations at Chitistone Pass, Alaska. t mile = 804111, l oofeet = 30.5111. 
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Fig. 2. The simuit,ted alld observed thermal regimes at the Chitistolle Pass micrometeorological statiolls. Clear weather mid
summer observatiolls were simulated. 

A t present, thermal m odeling can be employed for the d eterministi c analysis of contrast 
in thermal infrared line-scan imagery. Target contras t is maximum under conditions of clear 
sky and low wind , a nd pre-fligh t modeling can be employed to select that portion of the 
diurnal cycle when contrast between target and background is optimum. 

Ill. SOME PREV IO US A PPLIC ATIONS IN GLACIOLOGY 

In the past, thermal imagery has been analyzed largely in an empirical manner to detect 
crevasses and study the structure of sea ice (e.g. Poulin and Harwood , 1966 ; McLerran, 
1964[a] , [b]). Horva th and Brown (1971 ) carri ed out a d e tail ed analysis of sea ice and snow
covered tundra terrain near Barrow, Alaska utilizing numerous wavelength regions to es timate 
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Fig . 3. The simulated surface contrast oJ the snow-covered tundra and thaw lakes sho:JJ1l in Figure 4. 

Fig. 4. Thermal imagery acquired south oJ the NARL site, B arrow, Alaska , 17.15 A.S. T. , I I October 1967. Dark (hot ), 
light (cold ). Note the warm plumes extending to the lee of the drum dumps (D ) and unheated buildings (B ), along the 
service road which is relatively warm compared to the snow-covered tundra surface. Snow-coveredJrozen lakes (L ) and low
center polygons also appear to be relatively warm. Imagery courtesy oJ Environmental Institute oJ Afichigan (Jormerly 
Willow Run Laboratories ) . 
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instantaneous net radiation values for specific target areas. Multispectral hardware and data 
reduction technology is advanced to a stage where it may soon be possible to produce com
puter maps of net radiation directly from data tapes containing multi-spectral information 
(Mali la and Wagner, (972 ). 
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Fig. 5. The soLution of Equation (3 ) within the simuLation of the effects of removing a 15 cm organic Layer, exposing mineral 
soil, from the tundra at Barrow, ALaska. A late August, clear, caLm environment was simuLated. One thermaL profile was 
generated each 15 min during the diurnal cycle. The upper set of curves assume the organic layer to be present,. the lower 
ones correspond to I/O organic layer. Note the effect of freeze- thaw retarding the evolution of the substrate thermal structure, 
as shown by the clustering of lines just below the freezing point in the upper leveLs, and the increased amplitude of the 
disturbance after the removaL of the low-diffusivity, overlaying, organic material. 
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IV. POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS I N GLACIOLOGY 

The technology of thermal mapping has now evolved to the stage where it is a routine 
matter to process calibrated imagery into computer-compatible, digita l form on magnet ic 
tape. There is no justification within this hardware environment for using only the quali tative 
photo-intet-pretation mode of image analysis. Within glaciology, there are at least three areas 
where experiments in thermal mapping and modeling should yield valuab le resul ts: 

( I) Sea and lake ice thickness forecasting 

Simulation experiments, verified with off-shore imagery acquired near Barrow, Alaska, in 
October 1967, indicated that the surface thermal contrast in ea ice ranging in age from 
" polar floe" to " seasona l" could be successfully modeled . This analysis demonstrated that 
ice th ickness (age) was positively correlated with solar a lbed o and negatively correlated with 
surface temperature (Horvath and Brown, 1971 ) . T he thi ckness of sea ice in the imagery 
varied from 15 to 2 IQ cm and was ass umed to be overlain by ' 5 cm of packed snow in the 
simulation (Outcalt, '973)' 

T he movement of m en and material onto ice cover which is at least partially seasonal i 
becoming more common in the high latitudes each winter season. Some effort should be 
expended on the prosecution of an in tegrated modeling a nd fi eld-measurem ent experiment 
under conditions in which solar radiation is insignificant and thaw zones are present in the 
ice cover. Attention should a lso be paid to the effects of variable depth a nd structure of the 
snow cover (Poulin , 1975)' T he goal of this venture should be the designing and testing of a 
"conservative ice-thickness model" which wou ld permit underestimation of thi ckness bu t 
exclude the possibili ty of overestimation. 

(2) Snow hydrology 

Melting snow cover shows no thermal contrast due to local reli ef or material effects (e .g. 
wind-packed , fresh snow) . Thus, thermal imagery may provide the ideal geophysical tool for 
monitoring the seasonal ripening of snow in mountain regions (personal communication in 
1973 from A. D . C. Terroux). Simple imagery systems could be initially employed o n 
schedul ed commercial and military aircraft, limiting data acquisition to clear weather. 

(3) Man-induced thermal modification 

When man builds structures at high latitudes, the aerod ynamic and raq iative proper tie 
of the liurface are frequently a ltered, and the thermal properties of the surface changed due to 
disturbances of the local hydrologic network and installation of construction materials. T he 
"thermal plumes" down-wind from man-made structures discussed earlier provide a vivid 
example. Thermal imagery is an excellent d evice for documenting the cha nges in the surface 
thermal regime produced by " high-latitude urbanization". T his type of documentation is 
the first step in attenuating undesirable side effects of construction. The urban heat-island 
effect is of more than acad emic interest in the circumpolar world where large structures are 
frequently buil t on ice-ri ch soils, and the existence of a heat-island effect can lead to structural 
failure and /or increased maintenance costs. 

V . SOME PRIORITIES FOR FUTURE RESEAR C H 

As the thermal-response data are often collected on magnetic tape, there is a great potentia l 
for channel-mixing a lgebraic operations and spatial filtering of raw data. Maps of diurna l 
thermal range (e.g. produced by subtract ion of values on a pre-dawn map from those on a 
noon map) would contain patterns related to material properties, etc. Unfortunately these 
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time-dependent operators require a sophisticated regist!"ation technology to remove scanner 
distortion and effects due to Right-path variation. To the author's knowledge no geographic 
registration system suitable for aircraft data is operational! Picture processing technology 
could b e applied to raw images or processed images to smooth information (to reveal under
lying low-frequency patterns), outline areas of sharp gradient changes (two-dimensional 
second-derivative filter ) and remove high-frequency noise. This technology has been 
developed to an ex tremely high degree (Rosenfield , 1969 ; Tobler, 1966). Spatial smoothing 
operators are particularly necessary to r emove the effects of slope and exposure in micro-relief, 
which wi ll produce high-frequency thermal contrast at low sun angles during the Arctic 
summer. In short, three classes of algebraic operators are suggested. These may be applied 
in an almost infinite sequence and are described in Table IJ . 

TABLE n. EXAMPLES OF TEMPORAL, SPATIAL, AND SPECTRAL OPERATORS 

Temporal operators: Ts subtrac t values on map at time I from those on map at lime 2 
T r ratio of values on map a t time I to those on map at time 2 

Spatial operators: Srn smoothing (preserve low freq u encies) 
Sd second-derivative filter (enhance gradient a reas of Sleep 

gradient) 

Spectral operators : Cs subtract signa ls from two different spectral regions 
Cr ratio signa ls from two different sp ectral regions 

Thus the sequence to prepare a smoothed map of emissivity variation would be (Cr * Srn). 
The operation of preparing a thermal range map initially smoothed thri ce and then high
lighted to display areas with rapid gradient change would be ( T s * Sm * Sm * Sm * Sd). 
The possibilities are nearly limitless. 

In short, effort should be applied first to the problem of registration technology and 
secondly to the design of temporal, spatial, and spectral operators which can be applied 
directly to tapes of raw data and used in the computer to generate graphic output. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Thermal imagery and contrast analysis cannot be separated from the evolutionary energy
transfer environment of which it is an integrated expression. The recognition of the inter
relationship between geographic material variations and their expression through the evolu
tion of the surface thermal regime is the key to utilizing the information content of imagery. 
In a parallel vein the potential power of mode ling and data manipulation analysis is enhanced 
by the r eduction of the effective thermal diffusivity during freeze- thaw. The potential of the 
existing technology can be realized by ( I) the developmen t of systems for operational data 
reduction utilizing temporal , spatial and spectral operators, (2) field experiments combining 
modeling, aerial data acquisition, and ground measurem ents, to establish the limi ts of recogni
tion system s. 
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DIS CUS SIO N 

w. F. W EEK S: I certainl y agree with your comment that it is extremely difficul t to u tilize 
infrared imagery to calculate the thickness of either sea or lake ice independent of ground 
truth , regardl ess of how w ell the imagery is calibrated . H owever if you have ground truth , 
and by that I mean the direct measurem ent of ice thickness, you can usuall y use this plus the 
infra red imagery to give reasonable ice thickness estimates in the " near" vicinity of the ground
truth site . The reason for this is that, in gene ral , all ice of the same thickness (which presum
ably formed at the same time) will be covered by the same thickness of snow and therefore 
wi ll have the same surface temperature. 

OUTCALT: I might also m ention that in som e sense it may be good to have a " blurry" measure
men t since the simulation technique has to be performed over some areal average. 
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M . DE Q UERVAIN: What was the snow d epth and the local air temperature for the photo
graph showing the therm al plumes? 

S. I. O UTCALT: Snow d epth was ~20 cm and the local air temperature about 5° C. 

M . E. R . WALFORD : These thermal plumes are interesting. Have you ever observed cold 
plumes? Also, plumes may presumably occur over a wide range of scales of size, and thus 
determine surface temperatures . Can you comment on this ? 

O UTCALT: Our studies show that roughness changes certainly do cause major changes in 
surface temperatures . This effect is especially pronounced in cities. Ano ther good example 
is the snow fence constru cted at Barrow: it changes the temperature regime markedly. 
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